Receptive field properties of neurones in visual area 1 and visual area 2 in the baboon.
In order to compare the receptive field properties of cells in the striate area (visual area 1; V1), and the parastriate area (visual area 2; V2), we have recorded from 174 cells in V1 and 112 cells in V2 in five anaesthetized and paralysed baboons (Papio ursinus). The receptive fields were mapped to determine their type, size and position in the visual field, and the binocular interaction, if any. Moving and stationary optimally oriented bars were used to distinguish cells with single "on" or "off" subregions and those with more than one such subregion (S and A types) from those with overlapping "on" or "off" subregion (C and B types). The A types had larger receptive fields than S types and C types had larger receptive fields than B types, but as receptive fields increase in size with eccentricity in V1 and even more rapidly in V2, the distinction between large and small receptive fields has to be defined for the different ranges of eccentricity. In V1 there are more cells with non-oriented receptive fields than in V2. In V1 S cells are found in all cortical layers except layer 5. C cells are absent from layer 4C, but predominate in layer 5. There is a preference for horizontal and vertical orientations in S cells only. The transition in cell properties from V1 to V2 occurs in two stages. There is a strip extending from the V1-V2 border for up to 6 mm containing the representation of the visual field from -2 degrees ipsilateral to +2 degrees (contralateral) azimuth in which the cell type distribution resembles that of V1 more than that of V2. By contrast, in V2 from 2 to 10 degrees there are very few S cells, many more C cells and over three times as many cells driven only by binocular stimulation, as compared to V1.